
University Avenue, 200 1 
July 1,2003 

The Honorable Elaine Chao 
Secretary of Labor 
200 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, DC 20210 

Dear Secretary Chao: 

In 1995, Secretary of Labor Robe ich appointed us to 
coniosis Among ttee on the of 

as the neutral members and we were joine 
and industry. After five months of work, including t 
where heard from 75 miners and industry officials, we issued a report and 
recommendations. As noted in a letter to Secretary Reich the report, the 
of the (David Wegman, MS) wrote: "I can state unequivocally that no group 
with as much diversity of views has made a greater effort at reaching consensus than this 
Advisory Committee." 

The outlined by the Co 
to coal workers' and silicosis. We unde 
number of the ions would require new regulations an 

ttee reflected our best judgment on 

alth to act promptly to promulgate them. Aft 
rule published on March 6 in the Federal Register, we noted several provisions that directly 
contradict made by the Advisory Committee. We would like to bring these to 
your attention. 
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n our report, we explicitly stated "...the Mine act prohibits the subs 
environmental control measures in the active workings. I f  

we saw helmets being used by 
presentations by industry representatives about these devices. We concluded, however that "The 
use of administrative controls does not reduce the responsibility of the operator to maintain the 
ambient dust levels in active workings at or below the mandatory level [that is 2.0 " 

The Advisory acknowledged 'I.. in environmental control technology 
have not kept pace with increases in production technology. The Committee encourages the 
development and use of improvements in technology to control miners' exposure to respirable 
coal dust. " The proposed rule published by 

ction at the expense of innovations in 

erim control measure while environmental 

I~a reco 

n our report, we explicitly stated that A should develop a review process ' I . .  .with rapid 
follow-up testing of the proposed plan or revision to its ejjfectivenessfor dust control." 
went on to note: ~ Acurrent S procedures provide for periodic assessment of 

the Committee qu by its their The 

mine operator's dust control within 30 days of receipt and through a process of dust 
and review of re 

of this recommendation was should verify the effectiveness of a 

d data. 



es 

ans to adopt when the final 
Procedures Handbook, dated February 11,2  
sampling presence at coal mines will b enforcement strategy, 

refers readers to a separate doc 

Advisory Committee recommended, but instead will be diminished significantly. The "modified 
sampling schedule" described in the handbook completely contradicts the judgment expressed by 
the Advisory Committee. provides no rationale for this radical change in enforcement 
policy, fails to acknowledgementthe potential to miners' health due to this change, and 
offers no protection or guarantee of compensation for miners who may be harmed by it. 

ttee approve 

n our report, we recognize 
effectiveness of an 
dust The 

exposure sampling 
d to determine co 

dgment that frequent dust monitoring is a key of a 
program to prevent coal workers' pneumoconiosis. 

our service on the of ~ e
eumoconiosis Among Coal ard from miners and operators 

alike that underground coal 
and other hazards. 
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to facilitate your to 

! 

David Wegman, s c  
Professor and Chair 

Department of Work Environment 


of Engineering 

University of Massachusetts Lowell 

(Chair, Advisory Committee on the Elimination of 

Pneumoconiosis Among Coal Mine Workers) 


on of Occupational and 
Medicine 

Duke University Medical Center 

neumoconiosis Among Coal 
ember, Advisory 



Submitted by the Committee to: 

Department of Labor 
Robert B.Reich, Secretary 

Mine Safety and Health Administration 
J .  AssistantDavitt 
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